Abstract

In this paper it is proposed to modify the existing base stations (such as eNodeBs) by adding a new base band board in the 5G base station (5G eNodeB) to serve as a cache and storage unit in order to avoid the 5G core network (5G CN) to send to users under the same 5G eNodeB the same multimedia contents like high definition video multiple times. A copy of the contents will be saved in the new base band board so that if one user needs it, after sending the request to the 5G CN, the 5G CN will negotiate with the 5G eNodeB to check if the requested contents are available at its level. If that is the case, the 5G CN will authorize the 5G eNodeB to send multimedia contents directly to the user without downloading it again from the internet. In this process, the load on the S1 interface and the link between the 5G CN and the internet will be reduced, thus optimizing available resources in both 5G CN and IP transmission. This solution will increase user quality experience and drastically reduce latency in the network.
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